INNOVATION and TECHNOLOGY LAW SUMMER SCHOOL

Padova
June 18 – 22, 2018

Programme and Academic Board
The Innovation and Technology Law Summer School addresses emerging issues in the field of technology law, namely exploring the interface between computer science and law and the significant role that law plays in promoting innovation.

The Summer School provides participants the opportunity to attend one of Europe’s oldest universities, exchange ideas related to law, technology and innovation in an international environment, and experience cultural outings in a small group setting in Padova and nearby Venice.

Director
Prof. Claudia Sandei
PROGRAMME

Monday 18 June (4 to 7 p.m.)
DIGITAL ECONOMY AND THE LAW

Introductory Speech: Legal Challenges of Digitalization
Prof. Claudia Sandei, UNIPD

The Role of Patents in Information and Communication Technologies
Prof. Fabio Manenti, UNIPD

Google and European Competition Law
Prof. Marco Cian, UNIPD

Promoting Innovation: U.S laws versus European laws, and Their Effect on New Technology Development
Prof. Shahrokh Falati, University of Albany (USA)

7. p.m. WELCOME COCKTAIL

Tuesday 19 June (9 a.m. to 2 p.m.)
BLOCKCHAIN, CRYPTOCURRENCIES AND E-PAYMENTS

What is blockchain?
Prof. Veno Pachovski, UACS - Skopie (MK)

Unchain the Blockchain: revolution in financial markets and corporate business
Emanuela Campari Bernacchi, Partner at Gattai, Minoli, Agostinelli Law Firm

ICO: Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs through cryptocurrencies
Prof. Claudia Sandei, UNIPD

Regulation for E-payment Systems - Analytical Approaches Beyond Private Ordering
Prof. Subhajit Basu, University of Leeds (UK)

5:00 to 6:30 p.m.: GUIDED TOUR OF PADOVA

Wednesday 20 June (9 a.m. to 2 p.m.)
BIG DATA, DATA ANALYTICS AND DATA PROTECTION

Big Data Analytics: Opportunities and Challenges
Prof. Luigi Salmaso, UNIPD

E-commerce, Big Data Analytics and Consumer Protection
Prof. Subhajit Basu, University of Leeds (UK)

Unlocking the EU General Data Protection Regulation
Prof. Claudia Sandei, UNIPD

New Israel Privacy Protection Regulations (Data Security) 2017
Frederikke Boogaard, IT Lawyer at Firon & Co. Advocates (IL)

FIELD TRIP TO VENICE (Guided tour and typical dinner)
Thursday 21 June (9 a.m. to 2 p.m.)
IP LAW IN THE DIGITAL AGE

The Legal Framework for Big Data
Tommaso Faelli, Partner at Bonelli Erede Law Firm

Artificial Intelligence and Intellectual Property Rights
Andrea De Gaspari, Partner at De Gaspari Osagnach Law Firm

Looking Ahead: How Intellectual Property Laws Will Likely Handle
The Forthcoming Era of 3D Printing
Prof. Shahrokh Falati, University of Albany (USA)

New Developments in Branding Law
Jennifer Chung, Associate General Counsel at AccuWeather (USA)

2:30 to 3:30 p.m. : GUIDED TOUR OF UNIPD HISTORICAL SITE
8 p.m. : CLOSING DINNER

Friday 22 June (9 a.m. to 1 p.m.)
TREATMENT OF DIGITAL MATERIAL EVIDENCE: A NEW APPROACH

The legal Treatment of Digital Material
Prof. Marko Andonov, UACS - Skopie (MK)

Information System aspects – Law Meets IT
Prof. Veno Pachovski, UACS - Skopie (MK)

Making the Internet a safer place: digital forensics for IP
and privacy protection
Dr. Matteo Scapin, KOPJRA
ACADEMIC BOARD
Marko Andonov

Marko Andonov is Professor of Business Law and Dean of the School of Law at UACS. He acquired his education (undergraduate, master and PhD) at the Faculty of Law Iustinianus Primus in Skopje. His specific subject of interest is the Company Law, Securities Law, as well as Labor Law. He starts his professional career in the Macedonian Securities and Exchange Commission, where he worked until 2008, participating in the preparation of several bylaws arising from the Law on Securities. He was also a member of the working group for drafting the Law on Investment Funds. He is currently an educator at the Academy for Training of Judges and Public Prosecutors of the Republic of Macedonia in the field of Commercial Law and Labor Law. He is also a member of the editorial board of the professional journal ‘Lawyer’. Dr. Marko Andonov has participated in a number of conferences, seminars and professional refinements in the country and abroad. He is the author of several scientific and more professional papers.

Subhajit Basu

Dr. Subhajit Basu is Chair of British and Irish Law, Education and Technology Association (BILETA), and Associate Professor in School of Law, University of Leeds. He is a Fellow of the Royal Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce (FRSA) and Research Fellow of African Centre for Cyberlaw and Cybercrime Prevention (ACCP). Subhajit has been a Visiting Scholar at the Dickinson School of Law, Penn State University and Honorary Visiting Professor of National University of Law (NLU) India and SGT University India. He is Advisor to Centre for Law and Technology (Nepal), Member of Advisory Board Centre for Cyber Victim Counselling. He is the Deputy Editor of International Review of Law Computers and Technology (IRLCT), Member of Editorial Board of European Journal of Law and Technology (EJLT).

Subhajit’s research is focused on “Regulation of emerging technologies” and “Law and its relationship to technology”. He is the author of critically acclaimed books “Global Perspectives on E-Commerce Taxation Law” (Ashgate, 2008) and “Privacy and Healthcare Data Choice of Control to Choose and Control” (Routledge, 2016).

Frederikke Boogaard

Frederikke Boogaard is a legal advisor to the Blockchain department at M. Firan & Co. Advocates based in Israel. Frederikke specializes in International and European corporate law and is researching the Blockchain technology from a legal aspect with an emphasis on smart contracts and ICO’s. Additionally, she is dealing with privacy matters (GDPR).

She’s holding two Law Masters (LL.M’s), one of which is in European Law. Prior to joining the firm in 2017, Frederikke worked as a legal advisor for the Belgian company WEAREONE.world who produces the known “Tomorrowland” festival.
Emanuela Campari Bernacchi

Emanuela Campari Bernacchi is an Italian lawyer. She is involved in banking, derivatives and structured finance transactions. She is a Partner within the Banking and Finance Department of Gattai, Minoli, Agostonelli & Partners and she heads the Structured Finance Department within the Firm.

Mentioned by the major league tables and legal directories, Emanuela is widely acknowledged as one of the key player in DCM as well as Structured Finance and NPLs transactions. She is also one of the major expert in the Fintech market. She is author of various articles on Italian and international reviews.

Jennifer Chung

Jennifer Chung is Associate General Counsel at AccuWeather, the world’s largest and fastest-growing weather media company. She provides support across a variety of functions, including intellectual property, data privacy, ad sales and emerging technologies. Prior to AccuWeather, Ms. Chung was an Assistant General Counsel at Time Inc., where she managed the company’s global trademark, patent, and domain name portfolios, and assisted with other intellectual property-related issues.

She served as an Assistant Counsel at the New York State Department of Economic Development, providing counsel on statewide agency matters concerning intellectual property issues, including the “I Love NY” family of service marks and trademarks, and was an associate at several local law firms, including Kaye Scholer LLP, where she handled a wide range of high level intellectual property litigations. Ms. Chung served as an Assistant District Attorney in the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office and as a Law Clerk to the Honorable Gabriel W. Gorenstein of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York. Ms. Chung attended Albany Law School and Cornell University.

Marco Cian

Full Professor of corporate and commercial law at the Law School of University of Padua (Italy); Professor of corporate and commercial law at the University of Innsbruck (Österreich); Author of six books and many other writings on commercial law in Italian, German, English and Spanish; Editor and co-author of the Treaty “Diritto commerciale”, 4 vv., Giappichelli, 2013 (2014), 2017-2018; Member of the chief committee of the Italian periodicals “Giurisprudenza commerciale”, “Le Nuove Leggi Civili Commentate” and “Studium Iuris” and of the Spanish periodic “Revista Jurídica de Catalunya”; Member of the chief committee of the Encyclopedia “Digesto delle discipline privatistiche - Sezione commerciale”; Member of the editorial board of the following periodics: “Banca, borsa, titoli di credito”, “Rivista di diritto societario”; Lawyer since 1999.
Andrea De Gaspari

Andrea is a licensed Italian IP lawyer and trademark and design agent. He is co-founder and senior partner of De Gaspari Osgnach (DeosIP), an IP firm based in Italy. Andrea is an active member of some of the major international IP associations (ECTA, AIPPI, and INTA) and he is serving as ECTA Design Committee member dealing with a project regarding the interplay of design and copyright law in the protection of industrial products. Andrea’s substantial practice ranges in all IP legal and administrative issues, including trademarks, designs, copyrights, domain names, IP-related contracts, IP due diligence, IP Court and administrative litigation. He covers IP clearance, trademark and design filing and prosecution, IP general strategy, due diligence, oppositions, litigations and other contentious matters, copyright issues, negotiation and drafting of IP contracts and settlements. He manages IP portfolios and projects for domestic and international clients, covering different fields, including the sport, the fashion and the design industry.

Tommaso Faelli

Tommaso Faelli is Partner at Bonelli Erede Law Firm in the Milan office. He practices Intellectual Property, unfair competition and IT/data protection law, focusing on negotiation and litigation before courts and assistance with independent supervisory authorities. Tommaso assists both Italian and multinational companies in contentious and non-contentious matters relating to patents, trademarks, know-how, advertising and on-line-based services. He also has extensive experience in data protection, privacy and e-commerce with particular emphasis on issues concerning internal investigations, technological joint ventures based on Internet of Things and Big Data, as well as direct marketing, data transfer abroad and internal audit.

Since 2005, Tommaso has been an Adjunct Professor of Intellectual Property Law at the Faculty of Law at the University of Como and Varese.

Shahrokh Falati

Shahrokh (Seve) Falati’s area of legal expertise includes Intellectual Property Law; Patent Law; Trademark & Unfair Competition Law; and the interdisciplinary legal fields governing representation of innovators (aka Entrepreneurship Law). Prof. Falati is the Director of Programs for Intellectual Property, Technology Transfer & Entrepreneurship Law at Albany Law School in New York. Prior to joining the faculty at Albany Law School, for over a decade, Professor Falati worked in private practice at two large law firms in New York (Jones Day and HRFM) and focused his practice on representing clients on intellectual property law and related legal matters. He is admitted to practice law in New York and Massachusetts, before the United States District Court for the District of Massachusetts, and as a registered patent attorney before the United States Patent & Trademark Office.
Fabio Manenti

Fabio Maria Manenti, Ph.D. Associate Professor in Economics at the Department of Economics and Management “Marco Fanno”, University of Padua - Italy. He obtained a Master of Science and a Ph.D. in Economics at the University of York, UK; he also holds a Ph.D. in Economics from the University of Pavia, Italy. From 2001 he has been teaching the courses of Economics of Networks and of Innovation and Economics of Regulation and Antitrust at the University of Padua. His research interests mostly concern Industrial Organisation applied to high-tech markets. His books have been published by leading economics publishers and research papers appeared in various peer-reviewed journals such as Games and Economic Behavior, Research Policy, Information Economics & Policy and Journal of Regulatory Economics. He has collaborated with the European Commission, Directorate - General, JRC Institute for Prospective Technological Studies within the project European Innovation Policies for the Digital Shift (Euripidis).

Veno Pachovski

Veno Pachovski was born in Skopje, R. Macedonia in 1965. He graduated from Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics, State University Sts. Cyril And Methodius, Skopje, Macedonia, completed MSc in Mathematics and Computer Science and got his PhD in Computer Science at the same University in 2007. He teaches a variety of courses at the University American College – Skopje, mainly within the School of Computer Sciences and Information technology (SCSIT). His fields of expertise include Databases, Information systems and Natural language processing. Lately, his research activities are aimed towards e-democracy, e-government and related areas.

Luigi Salmaso

Prof. Salmaso is Full Professor of Statistics at the Department of Management and Engineering of the University of Padova, since December 2011. His Research interests are focussed on Big Data Analysis and include Design of Experiments, Characterization of fractional factorial designs and nonparametric testing of hypotheses, Bootstrapping methods and permutation methods for multivariate distributions, Properties of smoothed estimators and power of tests, Construction of composite indicators Ranking and selection Applications to Medical Statistics and to Biostatistics. Prof. Salmaso is also Associate Editor of International ISI - Institute for Scientific Information journals with Impact Factor: - Communications in Statistics – Theory and Methods, - Communications in Statistics – Simulation and Computation, - Statistics and Computing, - Journal of Multivariate Analysis, - Journal of Applied Statistics, - Statistical Methods in Medical Research. Past-associate editor of Journal of Statistical Software. Referee for several ISI Journals with IF. K. Other activities Coordinator of the Faculty of Engineering’s Statistical Committee since academic year (a.y.) 2004-05. Founder of the University Centre for Modelling, Computing and Statistics (CMCS) of the University of Ferrara. Member of the Board of Directors and vice-director of CMCS since a.y. 2003-04.
**Matteo Scapin**

29 years old entrepreneur and illustrator, Matteo is the co-founder and Chief Marketing Officer of Kopjra. With a B.Sc. in Mechatronics Engineering, he merges pragmatic thinking and creative outbursts in his design workflow. He has worked with Tommaso, CEO of Kopjra, for over 10 years in a number of entrepreneurial and volunteering projects. Matteo is not only the creator of the entire visual branding of Kopjra, but he is also responsible for the user interface design and the user experience design of the product.

**Claudia Sandei**

Associate Professor of Corporate Law at the University of Padova, Claudia Sandei is also Professor of IT Law at the University of Innsbruck and Lawyer since 2008. After graduating in Law in Padova (2003), she got a PhD at the University of Ferrara (2009). Besides IT Law, her area of legal expertise include corporate law and IP Law. Author of many papers, lecturer in many foreign Universities (Budapest, Leeds, Nottingham, Barcelona, ...), member of the editorial board of important Law Journals, Prof. Sandei has been in the Panel of the last ELI conference as one of the most renowned expert of IT Law in Italy.
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